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Corky's Cartoons
Corky's cartoons are tough, provocative, timely and timeless. They don't roll with the currents but make their own waves. They are visually strong. Politically independent. And always unpredictable. — HONOLULU STAR-BULLETIN
Evolution of man as peacemaker
Leonid Brezhnev's
defunct. He
who could mow down
onethousandtwothousand
threefourthousand Poles,
Czechs, Afghans just
like that. Owow.
what I mean is, them big boys—
they sure look so small
after breath.
huh, mr. death?

El Salvadollars
Most of all, in what sets apart the best ones from the rest, Corky's cartoons are consistently great. Day after day, week after week, year after year. He's one of the best true cartoon journalists in the country.

—RICHARD JOHNSTON
Murder will out

Sacred soviet airspace
THERE IS NO PROOF THAT THE EDB IN OUR GROUNDWATER COMES FROM THE EDB WE SPRAY...
Rat and exterminator

If you ask me — those reports on drugs in the military are greatly exaggerated...
The Great Wall of America

They shoot presidents, don't they?
Redeployment not withdrawal

The Great Wallposter of China
The gun lobby always insists guns don't kill people; people kill people. Here are some assassins who would have killed anyway if guns were harder to get:

- John Wilkes Booth...
- Lee Harvey Oswald...
- James Earl Ray...
- Siphan Sirman...
- Son of Sam...
- Mark David Chapman...
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AMERICAN PINYIN FOR OUR NEW FRIENDS IN CHINA

INTRODUCING OUR LEADERS:

ZHIMI KAHTA
Président

SAIRES BAHNS
State Sec.

ZHERALD RAFXOONG
Ideology

WUOLTER KRONGKAIT
Wall Poster

SIBHIG ZHIB XBIGNU ZIB
AU, SKIP IT.

CULTURAL EXCHANGES:

TOORISTS on Budjet plans

HEMBERGAHS AND FRAISZ
go best with KOWK.

NORMALIZATION

Lech make a deal...

THE POPE-JARUZELSKI 'ACCOMODATION'
"America, Go For It!"

You may already have won!
The Great USA Tax Giveaway.

great immediately!
EARN BLOOD BANK'S DUE THIS YEAR!

James Wart
PRES. REAGAN'S GLOSSARY OF TERMS IN CENTRAL AMERICA:

This is a NICARAGUAN "FREEDOM FIGHTER."

This is an EL SALVADORAN "GUERRILLA."

This is the "illegitimate Government of SANDINISTA NICARAGUA."

This is the "legitimate Government of EL SALVADOR."

NICARAGUAN FREEDOM FIGHTER'S BASE IN HONDURAS.

"GUERRILLA BASE IN NORTH AMERICA."

CORKY. TRINIDAD.
IN A WORLD OF COMPUTER BRAINS, TRANSPPLANTS, SPACEWALKS AND STARWARS WEAPONS, AN EINSTEIN; A PICASSO; A MOZART; PERHAPS, A GANDHI OR A JEFFERSON WAITS TO DIE OF SLOW STARVATION IN ETHIOPIA ...

Bhopal Tragedy
SUMMING UP SUMMITS

Eeeek!